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Family Law In A Nutshell
Family Law is basically state law. While federal law mandates child support guidelines,
state law sets them. While federal law prohibits parental kidnapping, state law
determines what constitutes 'kidnapping,' and what distinguishes it from 'rescue.' From
the prerequisites for entering into marriage through the grounds for divorce and the
'equitable' distribution of marital property, state law governs and state law varies,
often widely. This book provides a cogent but comprehensive introduction to family law,
for students as well as practitioners, as it is practiced in New York. New York deserves
its own family law text for several reasons. First, Family Law in New York is unique. New
York was the last state to hold out against the 'no-fault revolution,' for example. In
2010, when it finally succumbed, it became one of the first states to provide a formula
for temporary alimony. It is the only state which considers a degree (such as a law
degree) acquired during marriage part of divisible 'marital property.' Like California,
New York can be seen as a leader in family law reform. But it is often a leader with few
followers. Family Law in New York explores these anomalies and offers some
explanations.
Elder Law in a Nutshell, 4th ed. updates the previous edition to reflect the fast pace of
legal change in this area of the law. Special attention is paid to major changes in
Medicare, including the new Part D prescription drug program, means-testing of premiums,
Medigap policies, and appeals procedures, as well as the 2006 amendments to Medicaid
eligibility requirements that pertain to asset transfers, home equity limitations, and
long-term care insurance incentives. The latest edition introduces the reader to the
rapidly growing legal specialty of elder law. Addressing the myriad of legal issues
encountered by the elderly, the book is a succinct overview of this complex intersection
of law and social policy, including such areas as health care decision-making, pensions,
Social Security, reverse mortgages, nursing homes, guardianship, long-term care, age
discrimination in employment, and veterans benefits. The book is designed to assist
anyone who has regular contract with older persons, including lawyers, law students,
social workers, health care personnel, retirement planners and gerontologists or anyone
who wishes a better insight into the world of elder law.
"Divorce and Family Law in California" provides a clear, concise, and complete guide to
divorce and family law in California. Topics covered include: Marriage, Divorce,
Annulment, Legal Separation, Property, Debts, Spousal Support, Unmarried Couples,
Paternity, Custody & Visitation, Child Support, Guardianship, Adoption, Dependent
Children, Children's Names, Restraining Orders. A California attorney since 1978, Bob
Pickus works for the Alameda County Employees' Retirement Association in Oakland,
addressing primarily the impact of divorce on retirement benefits. He also volunteers for
the Volunteer Legal Services Corporation in Oakland, providing weekly divorce and family
law clinics and follow-up services for low-income persons.
This casebook emphasizes doctrine, policy, and practice. It presents three central
themes: the interrelated rights and obligations of children, parents, and government;
ways the legal system assesses and uses children's competence to shape regulation; and
the role of the child's lawyer. Volume covers several relevant international law issues,
including the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, international child labor, and
U.S. tobacco exports to children overseas. The authors have devoted entire chapters to
the representation of children, the meaning of "parent," abuse and neglect, the foster
care system, adoption, medical decision-making, support and other financial
responsibilities, protective legislation, and delinquency.
Understanding the issues facing human service and legal professionals
Cases and Comments
Divorce and Family Law in California
Understanding Family Law
Beginning Family Law
The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive and accessible text covering the major aspects of family law. Family
law is a dynamic part of the legal landscape and is ever evolving. It also intersects with other areas of law and involves
many disciplines. An emerging theme in family law is that a thorough appreciation of social science research is essential.
This book stands apart from others because it has a comprehensive chapter on social science which not only summarises
the latest research but also analyses the case law to demonstrate how this research is used in family law decisionmaking. It also has a chapter touching on international family law, an area of increasing importance. The author team
brings a unique blend of practice experience and academic expertise, to ensure this text will have a broad appeal to all
readers. Students, academics, new practitioners, and also more experienced practitioners looking for a refresher, will all
find Family Law Principles a useful resource.
Family Law for Non-Lawyers uses current events, sometimes with tabloid-style fact patterns or celebrity participants, to
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illustrate the complexities of and rapid changes in the field of family law while maintaining a high level of student
interest. The book also capitalizes on recent United States Supreme Court family law cases to allow the reader to play
Justice and try to determine how the cases will be decided. The book surveys family law in general, familiarizing the
reader with the similarities and differences in the law throughout the country. Short summaries of the law and related
cases bring legal principles to life in an easy-to-use, often humorous way. Contentious issues such as same-sex marriage,
birth control, and assisted reproduction share the stage with courtship and divorce, custody and child support, and
parental rights in this enlightening read. Family Law for Non-Lawyers raises issues and covers topics that will challenge
both the reader familiar with family law and anyone new to the subject. Student-friendly and straightforward, the book is
a perfect tool for courses in family studies, couples and family therapy, paralegal studies, and undergraduate and
graduate family law classes.
This book presents a detailed yet concise examination of all the main aspects of Irish family law. The clear and thorough
manner in which the information is presented will make this an invaluable revision tool for all students of the discipline.
The book presents a comprehensive statement and analysis of the following key areas of family law.
"The new edition adds dozens of recent decisions and key statutory changes. Virtually every principal case in the leading
casebooks is cited or discussed, making this book an excellent aid for students in any water law course. The revised
edition deals with changes in evolving areas like groundwater-surface water conflicts, public recreational uses, instream
flow protection, federal water development, takings claims, and water access and equity." -- Provided by publisher.
Doctrine, Policy, and Practice
Adoption Laws in a Nutshell
Cases and Materials
Family Law in a Changing America
Onward and Upward
Readers will find this fictional storyline approach to the study of family law to be a refreshing change. Legal theory, pertinent briefs, and practical exhibits
in each chapter mingle with the experiences of a fictional character, Susan, who is a recent graduate in her first paralegal job. Readers are drawn in by the
challenges, rewards and humor of a typical family law practice as Susan admirably fulfills her role as interviewer, researcher, writer, and motion and
pleadings preparer. They get a flavor for legal trends across the country as cases have been carefully selected from various states. The Ethics Alert feature
points to the very real and serious situations that paralegals and attorneys can face. Chapter summaries, review questions, key terms, industry resource lists
and valuable online resources assist the reader in better understanding and retaining the wealth of material presented.
Family Law emphasizes the issues and skills most relevant to domestic relations practice. The text employs a novel and dramatic organization with three
substantive units that compare the legal treatment of the parent-child relationship vs. adult intimate relationships at stages of formation, regulation, and
dissolution. In keeping with the modern reorientation of the field, Family Law reflects the transition "From Partners to Parents" beginning with the creation
of parent-child relationship rather than marriage. Its geographical breadth delivers more comparative materials than other texts, using examples from a
variety of cultures to provoke "why don't we do this?" considerations. Each student-friendly chapter and section begins with a clear summary of current law
that orients the reader before examining legal texts in detail. This structure invites theoretical critique only after a solid foundation is laid. Statutes are core
to the text which gives proper emphasis to the vital skill of statutory interpretation in todays practice. Up-to-date material provides more recent cases than
any other textbook. With an empirical emphasis, Family Law draws from the significant literature in sociology, psychology, anthropology and other fields
so that legal analysis is grounded in real-life application. Focused questions direct students to the heart of the analysis, often using headings before
questions to alert readers to the type of analysis required, for example: statutory interpretation, policy, client counseling, and moral theory. Features: Novel
organization three substantive units compares legal treatment of parent-child relationship vs. adult intimate relationships considers stages of formation,
regulation, and dissolution Reflects modern reorientation of the field in keeping with transition "From Partners to Parents" starts with creation of parentchild relationship rather than marriage Geographical breadth much more comparative material than current texts examples from other cultures lead to "why
don't we do this?" considerations Student-friendly organization each chapter and section begins with clear summary of current law orients students before
examining legal texts invites theoretical critique after foundation is laid Statutes at the core proper emphasis on the vital skill of statutory interpretation Upto-date more recent cases than any other textbook Empirical emphasis draws from sociology, psychology, anthropology, and other fields grounds legal
analysis in real world application Focused questions direct students to the heart of the analysis use headings to alert students as to the type of analysis
required (e.g., statutory interpretation, policy, client counseling, moral theory)
Law school casebook intended as an introduction to the field of family law, both at the abstract level of theory and at the concrete level of doctrine. It is an
introduction as much for experienced lawyers and scholars who come to this field with a thorough knowledge of other aspects of the law as for law students
who have just begun preparing for their careers.
Socio-cultural and historical contextualizations precede legal profiles for nine regions and 38 Islamic countries around the world. [back cover].
Family Law Across Borders
California Family Law
Banking and Financial Institutions Law in a Nutshell
Juvenile Justice Administration in a Nutshell
Introduction to Family Law

Perspectives; Creation of the Marriage Relationship; Spousal Rights and Obligations in the
Ongoing Marriage; Creation of the Parent and Child Relationship; Parent and Child Relationship;
Termination of Marital Status; Economic Consequences of Divorce.
Sum and Substance Quick Review is a short, clear, concise, and substantive outline. It is
designed to make the study of law clear and convenient, and it is designed to help students
prepare for their law school exams. The main body is an outline of the substantive content that
a stuent needs to prepare for a law school exam. The concise format provides a "Big Picture"
overview allowing students to review the subject quickly prior to final exams.
"The aim of this book is to provide the student and/or practitioner with a straightforward
outline of some of the primary elements underlying the recognition and regualtion of real
property." -- page v.
A favorite among successful students, and often recommended by professors, the unique Examples &
Explanations series gives you extremely clear introductions to concepts followed by realistic
examples that mirror those presented in the classroom throughout the semester. Use at the
beginning and midway through the semester to deepen your understanding through clear
explanations, corresponding hypothetical fact patterns, and analysis. Then use to study for
finals by reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the
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accompanying analysis. Designed to complement your casebook, the trusted Examples & Explanations
titles get right to the point in a conversational, often humorous style that helps you learn the
material each step of the way and prepare for the exam at the end of the course. Examples &
Explanations: Family Law, 5E provides readers with an in-depth understanding of complex family
law principles and how they are applied in practice. Its clear organization breaks family law
into distinct topics. Following the Examples and Explanations pedagogy, this book features
examples based on challenging real-life situations followed by practical solutions in the
explanations section. Citations and links to additional source material make the text a valuable
research tool. The Fifth Edition puts a greater emphasis on self-assessment and helping students
prepare for a variety of testing approaches. There is a new focus on emerging national
legislative trends, and the legal issues faced by same-sex partners are discussed across
chapters. This edition includes new alternative dispute resolution (ADR) processes and
professional responsibility issues arising from interdisciplinary roles. Family law evolves
quickly and the Fifth Edition captures recent developments while anticipating future policy
challenges. Features: Updated chapters, including coverage of recent same-sex marriage
decisions. Updated and additional problems. Sharper focus and detail in several chapters. Text
that is easily researched using the index and Table of Cases. More identification and discussion
of emerging policy issues.
Cases, Materials, and Problems in Comparative and International Family Law
Practical Guide to Family Law
Exposing the Cartel of Family Law
Child Custody Made Simple
Accounting and Finance for Lawyers in a Nutshell
I have no doubt that this book will become an invaluable tool for family and children's court judges and
magistrates, psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, police and the many other professionals who work in this
field.' The Honourable Alastair Nicholson, former Chief Justice of the Family Court of Australia A ground-breaking,
comprehensive, honest, well researched and courageous book that should be essential reading for all politicians
and professionals involved in both the Family Court of Australia and state child protection systems.' Emeritus
Professor Freda Briggs AO Child abuse in the context of parental separation and divorce is not a malicious
allegation, nor a misunderstanding. It is a real and growing problem with very young children as the primary
victims. Child Abuse and Family Law draws on pioneering research to identify the causes, features and impact of
child abuse in parental separation and divorce. The authors argue that professionals working with these families
need to better understand the specific and often severe nature of this abuse to improve outcomes for both the
children and their families. The authors develop a much-needed practice framework for all socio-legal
professionals involved in the family law system. Using case studies, they take a multi-disciplinary approach to
outline strategies for family lawyers, child legal representatives, social workers, child protection workers,
psychologists, psychiatrists, health workers and teachers.
For many years family law was viewed as a study of the regulation of clearly defined relationships of husband and
wife and parent and child. In the case of husband and wife, it was through formal legal procedures or informal
arrangements called marriage. In the case of parent and child it was either through biology or adoption. Equally
defined were the stages by which these relationships were established, maintained, and terminated. However, by
the close of the twentieth century, basic questions about who should be officially designated a family member and
by what procedure were being raised both in the legislature and in litigation. In addition, conventional models that
had defined domestic relations such as marriage, divorce, and adoption were either being expanded to include
contemporary patterns of living arrangements and the current reality, or new models were being constructed. In
Family Law in America, Professor Sanford N. Katz examines the present state of family law in America. Themes
include the tension between individual autonomy and governmental regulation in all aspects of family law, the
extent to which relationships established before marriage are being regulated, and how marriage is being
redefined to take into account equality of the sexes, and the legal recognition of same-sex marriage in some
jurisdictions. It demonstrates how the definition of marriage as a partnership in which the individual spouse's
rights are recognized has resulted in protection of the vulnerable spouse. It also examines fault and no-fault
divorce procedures and the extent to which these procedures reflect social realities. This volume describes state
intervention into the parent and child relationship and how this is reflected in the reexamination of the privacy of
the family unit. It concludes with a discussion of the conventional model of adoption of children and how new
assisted reproductive technologies are having an impact on family formation, particularly adoption, to take into
account new family forms. This second edition captures recent developments affecting family law in America,
including the transformation of the institution of marriage from being a relationship between a man and a woman
to encompassing same-sex marriage. Also, this new edition features timely material with insights into adoption
that take into account developments in assisted reproduction technologies and the discussion of sexual abuse of
children by clergy.
Tips, strategies, tactics, forms, and real-word advice for starting - or building - a family law practice. Written by a
successful and happy family lawyer, this book explains the skills and knowledge necessary to thrive in a
challenging area of the law. It takes a no-nonsense approach in explaining the most critical issues for developing a
successful career. Examples and practice tips show how to gain experience, understand the business aspects of a
practice, develop and maintain the ideal client mix, and manage staff and finances. CD-ROM with forms and
related materials.
The Family Law Handbook, 4th edition, is a practical guide for people involved in or thinking about separation or
divorce. Written in plain English, it explains the workings of the Australian system of family law and sets out the
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practical issues to be dealt with by a separating couple. The Family Law Handbook addresses not only how the
family law system works, but all aspects of separation and the making of workable parenting, property and
financial arrangements for a successful post-separation life, including: what to do immediately after separation ;
how to negotiate with your former partner ; how family dispute resolution works ; making the best possible
arrangements for children ; how to achieve a fair property settlement ; what happens at court and what each
party, with or without a lawyer, should do. This book contains samples of parenting plan provisions, court orders,
forms and affidavits that can be adapted for individual use, and a list of useful contacts and resources.
Family Law in Perspective
Florida Constitutional Law in a Nutshell
How to Build and Manage a Family Law Practice
Sum and Substance Quick Review of Family Law
Guide for Getting Through New York Divorce and Family Law Issues
This casebook provides a comprehensive, accessible, and up-to-date analysis of family law from comparative
and private international law perspectives. It emphasizes the need to examine complex cross-border family
situations by comparing legal systems and understanding the jurisdictional overlay, with a particular focus on
the United States. The casebook addresses some of the most intimate and legally complicated situations in
which cross-border families find themselves, including the validity of foreign marriages, simultaneous divorce
proceedings in multiple countries, the changing law in creating families using adoption and assisted
reproductive technology, and how to remedy an international parental child abduction. In addition, the book
dives into the importance of judicial assistance treaties and laws when understanding the legal issues,
including the necessity to have proper service in a foreign country, obtaining evidence overseas, and
authenticating foreign public documents. This book is a superb companion for law students and practitioners
alike, and can readily be used in a traditional theory-based class and in practicum courses. It provides
substantive material for a course on International Family Law, or can supplement a course on Family Law,
International Law, or Comparative Law.
Family law in California is enormously complex. This casebook is unique in its focus on California family law.
Most students enrolled in family law in California intend to practice in the Golden State. This book helps them
understand the day-to-day work of California family law attorneys. Although the book contains several out-ofstate cases, most cases are from our Supreme Court and Court of Appeal. The Family Code is referenced and
quoted throughout. Relevant sections of the Family Code are in an appendix. Other California Codes - e.g.,
Probate, Civil Procedure - are cited where appropriate. The book covers all the subjects typically treated in
family law casebooks, but with a California twist. Thus, there are chapters on Marvin agreements, premarital
agreements, marriage, divorce - with an emphasis on the nuts and bolts of divorce in California's form driven
practice, annulment, paternity, child and spousal support, child custody - with emphasis on the UCCJEA and
the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction - adoption, and alternative means
reproduction. The community property chapter is lengthy, and can be used to teach the community property
course. Many students enrolled in family law want to help children and families. The chapter on juvenile court
emphasizes dependency, and the role of counsel in child protection.
Whether you’re new to higher education, coming to legal study for the first time or just wondering what
Family Law is all about, Beginning Family Law is the ideal introduction to help you hit the ground running.
Starting with the basics and an overview of each topic, it will help you come to terms with the structure,
themes and issues of the subject so that you can begin your Family Law module with confidence. Adopting a
clear and simple approach with legal vocabulary carefully clarified, Jonathan Herring breaks the subject of
family law down using practical everyday examples to make it understandable for anyone, whatever their
background. Diagrams and flowcharts simplify complex issues, important cases are identified and explained
and on-the- spot questions help you recognise potential issues or debates within the law so that you can
contribute in classes with confidence. Beginning Family Law is an ideal first introduction to the subject for
LLB, GDL or ILEX and especially international students, those enrolled on distance learning courses or on
other degree programmes. Visit the companion website: http://www.routledge.com/cw/beginningthelaw/
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the Florida Constitution. After briefly describing the
constitution's history (chapter 1), it organizes the constitution's numerous subjects into five discrete units:
sovereignty (chapters 2-4); citizens' rights (chapters 5-12); government operations (chapters 13-19); public
finances (chapters 20-22); and constitutional amendments (chapters 23-24). Specific sections of the
constitution can be accessed quickly using the book's finding table. The text includes more than 1,000 case
citations; extensive references to primary and secondary sources; and a select bibliography.
Children and the Law
First Amendment Law in a Nutshell
Real Property Law
A Global Resource Book
A Novel

This thoroughly updated Nutshell follows the structure and format of the authors' popular
casebook--Children and the Law: Doctrine, Policy, and Practice. The authors have devoted
entire chapters to the meaning of "parent," civil and criminal abuse and neglect, the
foster care system, adoption, medical decision-making, support and other financial
responsibilities, protective legislation, and delinquency. Representation of children is
covered throughout the book. Also treated for comparative purposes are several relevant
international law issues, including the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
international child labor, and U.S. tobacco exports.
This paralegal-specific introduction to family law provides current coverage of legal
topics. The chapter format is designed to be practical and approachable offering students
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experience with real cases and exposure to forms and checklists they will use on the job.
Edited cases provide real-world examples. The brief paperback format gives you
flexibility in course organization and opportunities for supplemental readings tailored
to your needs.
This Nutshell title focuses exclusively on the criminal and non-criminal misconduct of
children that bring them within the jurisdiction of juvenile courts and examines law
enforcement, judicial, and administrative responses to that misconduct. It deals with
issues of children's rights only insofar as they relate to the processes of investigating
and prosecuting juvenile offenders for delinquency and status-offenses. Like all
Nutshells, it strives to provide a succinct exposition of the law for students studying
juvenile justice, for lawyers who do not regularly practice in juvenile court, and for
legislators and policy officials involved in juvenile justice law reform efforts.
With the number of people waiting to adopt children, the need for a comprehensive yet
succinct explanation of adoption laws and practices is met by Adoption Laws in a
Nutshell. The book is an excellent resource for the legal and social work professions,
providing an analysis of the latest developments regarding agency responsibilities toward
adoptive parents and children, consents necessary to complete an adoption, father's
rights, the new assisted reproductive technology and adoption including surrogacy,
standards for placement, open adoption, access to adoption records, inheritance rights of
all the parties and intercountry adoption.
A Practice Focused Casebook
Family Law Principles
Understanding the Laws of Child Custody and Child Support
Children and the Law in a Nutshell
Theoretical, Comparative, and Social Science Perspectives
"This casebook reflects the changes in family law in recent years"-Discusses a variety of issues concerning child custody, including court structures, living arrangements, recommendations
on avoiding court battles, and advice on working with lawyers.
The need for an understanding of accounting is now even more critical than ever for lawyers practicing in many areas
including securities and corporate law and litigation. In addition, over the last several years, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board has made some landmark changes in the accounting rules in areas of interest to lawyers, including the
accounting for mergers and acquisitions. The Second Edition of Accounting and Finance For Lawyers includes important
material on such areas as accounting for stock options and derivatives and the elimination of the pooling of interests
method of accounting for acquisitions. There is a discussion of the accounting implications of the use of so-called special
purpose entities. Finally, a chapter on international accounting issues reflects the increasing globalization of business
and accounting. As in the First Edition, the basic building blocks of accounting are covered so that the material is
accessible and useful to those with any level of accounting knowledge.
The third edition of this casebook covers a variety of private international law issues, including child abduction,
international adoption, child support enforcement, and recognition of foreign marriages and divorces. The book also
explores the impact of public international law on both domestic and international regulation of the family, focusing on
topics such as family violence, ''mail-order'' marriages, the human rights of children, and same-sex couples. Finally, the
book uses comparative law materials to examine traditional family law topics, such as the regulation of marriage, LGBTQ
relationships, adoption, reproductive freedom, child custody, financial support of children (both public and private), and
corporal punishment.
Examples & Explanations for Family Law
The Family Law Handbook
(Newly Revised First Edition)
The Respondent
Family Law for Non Lawyers
Now a major SBS television series! Meet the Law family - eccentric, endearing and hard to resist. Your guide: Benjamin, the third of five
children and a born humorist. Join him as he tries to answer some puzzling questions: Why won't his Chinese dad wear made-in-China
underpants? Why was most of his extended family deported in the 1980s? Will his childhood dreams of Home and Away stardom come to
nothing? What are his chances of finding love? Hilarious and moving, The Family Law is a linked series of tales from a beloved Australian
writer. 'A vivid, gorgeously garish, Technicolour portrait of a family. It's impossible not to let oneself go along for the ride and emerge at the
book's end enlightened, touched, thrilling with laughter.' --Marieke Hardy 'Benjamin Law manages to be scatagogical, hilarious and
heartbreaking all at the same time. Every sentence fizzes like an exploding fireball of energy.' --Alice Pung 'Law is a writer of great wit and
warmth who combines apparently artless and effortless comedian's patter with a high level of technical skill.' --Sydney Morning Herald 'An
addictive read.' --Courier-Mail 'Very funny...you may find yourself at times almost barking with laughter' --the Monthly 'An engaging read.'
--West Weekend Magazine, West Australian 'Wonderful. Everyone should run to their nearest bookshop and buy a copy.' --Defamer
'Simultaneously weird and instantly recognisable, the Laws are an Australian family it's well worth getting to know' --the Enthusiast 'Enjoyable,
easy reading ... Law is a considerable talent with a long future ahead of him.' --Literary Minded 'The eccentric, clever and beautifully resonant
The Family Law. It's sharply written, brilliantly observed and infused with an authenticity that makes it compelling.' --Saturday Age Benjamin
Law is the author of The Family Law and Gaysia, and a frequent contributor to the Monthly, frankie and Good Weekend. Benjamin writes for
publications, businesses and agencies worldwide, and co-wrote the TV adaptation of The Family Law for SBS and Matchbox Pictures.
With The Respondent: Exposing the Cartel of Family Law, Hollywood veteran Greg Ellis delivers a gripping, unvarnished first-person account
of family breakdown and the social, political, and legal forces that are fueling this national health emergency. It further exposes and
condemns a gender bias that presumes that fathers are less effective caregivers. Family breakdown is the single greatest threat to American
society. Every day, more than 4,000 children lose a parent because of our archaic and inhumane family-court system. Every day, ten
divorced men commit suicide. And now, one in three children in our country are without their father. The Respondent is Ellis's personal story
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about a Hollywood dream razed by internal and external forces. Part memoir, part meditation, and part manifesto, it's a timely and
heartrending portrait of perhaps the most misunderstood aspect of the American legal system. Through its candor and moral strength, The
Respondent offers guidance and hope. As such, it's an indispensable read for not only parents enduring the grief of child separation, but all
interested in learning about the gross overreach and unrelenting brutality of family law.
This product provides a short and readable source for individuals interested in constitutional law, First Amendment law, and communications
law. It is divided into four parts: the history, methodology, and philosophical foundations of the First Amendment; topics such as First
Amendment issues that arise in cable television and in regulating children's access to the Internet; issues in First Amendment law such as the
public forum doctrine, the compelled speech doctrine, and the free expression rights of government employees; and the text, history, and
theory of the religion clauses, chronicling the ongoing battle in the Supreme Court between accommodationists and separationists.
This comprehensive divorce and family law book is truly one-of-a-kind. It offers the perspectives of attorneys and professionals on a myriad of
family and matrimonial law topics, including issues regarding:* CHILDREN (e.g., custody, visitation, support, paternity, child protective
proceedings, adoptions, kidnapping)* MARITAL DISSOLUTION (e.g., grounds for a divorce/annulment, spousal maintenance, equitable
distribution, religious issues)* SPECIAL COURT ACTIONS (e.g., family offense proceedings, conciliation proceedings, Persons In Need of
Supervision)* CONTRACTS (e.g., prenuptial/postnuptial agreements, cohabitation agreements, pet agreements, surrogacy agreements)*
ESTATE PLANNING THROUGH LIFE'S TRANSITIONS* DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES (e.g., litigation, mediation, collaborative
law, neutral evaluation)What makes this book especially unique are the diverse viewpoints from non-lawyer professionals who aid people
through these various life changes. To illustrate, the book's authors include a parent coordinator, parenting coach, nutritionist, image
consultant, mindfulness and lifestyle coach, personal trainer, credit repair professional, professional organizer, insurance professional, private
investigator and real estate professional. This diverse approach adds invaluable depth and perspective to the reader.This book also offers
information on social media, courtroom decorum, keeping legal fees down, choosing a qualified attorney, and community resources. There is
truly something for everyone who is going through a family law dispute or transition. To illustrate, the book's authors include a parent
coordinator, parenting coach, divorce coach, life coach, relationship coach, psychotherapist, financial advisor, accountant, dating coach,
nutritionist, image consultant, mindfulness and lifestyle coach, personal trainer, credit repair professional, professional organizer, insurance
professional, private investigator and real estate professional.
Family Law in the World Community
Child Abuse and Family Law
Family Law in a Nutshell
Family Law in America
The Family Law

When an ambitious female lawyer becomes the victim of harassment, she must decide what's more important: her family's safety or the
rights she's fighting for? Set in Alabama in the early '80s, Family Law follows a young lawyer, Lucia, who is making a name for herself at a
time when a woman in a courtroom is still a rarity. She's received plenty of threats for her work extricating women and children from
troubled relationships, but her own happy marriage has always felt far removed from her work. When her mother's pending divorce brings
teenaged Rachel into Lucia's orbit, Rachel finds herself captivated not only with Lucia, but with the change Lucia represents. Rachel is outspoken and curious, and she chafes at the rules her mother lays down as the bounds of acceptable feminine behavior. In Lucia, Rachel sees
the potential for a new path into womanhood. But their unconventional friendship takes them both to a crossroads. When a moment of
violence--a threat made good--puts Rachel in danger, Lucia has to decide how much her work means to her and what she's willing to
sacrifice to keep moving forward. Written in alternating voices from Lucia and Rachel's perspectives, Family Law is a fresh take on what the
push for women's rights looks like to the ordinary women and girls who long for a world redefined. Addressing mother daughter
relationships and what roles we can play in the lives of women who aren't our family, the novel examines how we shape each other and how
we make a difference. The funny, strong, and yet tender-hearted female leads of Family Law illuminate a new kind of timeless Southern
fiction--atmospheric, rich, and with quietly surprising twists and nuances all its own.
Islamic Family Law in a Changing World
Family Law
Family Law in New York
Water Law in a Nutshell
Elder Law in a Nutshell
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